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New Curtain Range at Terry’sFabrics is Garnering Attention

Regular customers at online interior design specialist, Terry’sFabrics, have been treated to the
launch of some exciting new products throughout 2011 but it is perhaps the site’s latest range
that has caused the largest reaction.

(PRWEB) December 04, 2011 -- Regular customers at online interior design specialist, Terry’sFabrics, have
been treated to the launch of some exciting new products throughout 2011, but it is perhaps the site’s latest
range that has caused the largest reaction. The newest products on the sites virtual shelves are aimed at helping
customers to create a cosy and comfortable environment for the cold winter months ahead, and they have
catered to a wide range of tastes and styles when selecting their products.

The range of aesthetics on offer caters for an eclectic customer base with a heavy focus on lush and thick
materials. Amongst the curtains on offer VeneziaReady Made Curtains and Panama-style curtains seem to be
garnering a lot of praise although this is but the tip of the iceberg for many customers.

Customers have remained in high praise of factors such as pricing at the site and they have put to full use the
very helpful facilities such as the style blog which helps customers to achieve classic and contemporary styles
in interior design. It also has great photographs of many of the products together helping customers to visualise
the pieces in a home setting. There is also a facility which allows for customers to email for advice and to send
in if they find any of Terry’sFabrics products cheaper elsewhere, and they will be happy to lower their prices to
match.

For more information on the new ranges from Terry’sFabrics customers can visit the site by clicking here.
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Contact Information
Scott Beaman
Terrys Fabrics
http://www.terrysfabrics.co.uk
01244 305088

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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